STAIR_SCREEN
Our firm was commissioned to design and fabricate a new stair guardrail for a single-family residence in Arlington, VA. Rather that defaulting to the typical 3’-0” rail,
we sought to provide an intervention that would utilize low cost, off-the-shelf products, transform them from ordinary, ignored materials into extraordinary, sculpted
forms, reinforce existing spaces while resolving spatial disconnects and ultimately enhance the owner’s experience of moving vertically throughout the house.
DESIGN CHALLENGE
The existing structure is a two-story single-family residence based on a modified raised-ranch typology which inverts the typical relationship of public and private
by placing the main living spaces on upper floors and main entry and bedrooms on lower levels. However, unlike the raised-ranch typology where the garage is
accessed from the lower level, the topography of the lot allowed a previous owner to relocate it to a higher elevation off the rear of the house thus allowing it to
be accessed from the upper level main living areas. Because of this unusual relationship, the new owners felt a spatial disconnect between the upper and lower
levels as they constantly traversed the stairs to use the spaces and entries at each level. A larger renovation to solve this relationship was not feasible. So with a
small budget in hand and understanding the stair was a critical component of the house, the owners sought a solution that would create the vital link that would
accentuate the connection between the two levels and heighten the experience of moving between them.
SOLUTION
The design utilizes the full height of the vertical stair opening between by inserting a light, screen-like element that spans from the stair treads to the upper level
ceiling. In order to keep the screen lightweight and as visually transparent as possible, strips of poplar lattice trim are used. Since we could not rely on material
bulk for the structural support, we recognized that the aggregate of lattice strips would need to produce the required structural rigidity. Furthermore, rather than
understanding the flexible nature of the poplar strips (due to its length: cross section ratio) as a negative characteristic, we chose to use exploit it and use it as the
basis of the structural form. The process that unfolded attempted to maximize the potential of the material’s bending capabilities to create a networked structural
lattice while solving for the code requirements for the stair enclosure.
The development of the form began with several tests analyzing the bending limits over various lengths. A range of allowable height to width bending ratios were
founds that allowed for allowable bending to occur at both the top and bottom of the stairs. The material data, coupled with building code requirements was
inputted into a design algorithm that negotiated the relationships between the many dimensional variables and constraints of the site and structure. These initial
screen patterns were evaluated and tested using full-scale mock ups. Various attachment / pinning methods capable of resisting the forces present in the screen
were tested as well. Once finalized, each individual wood strip was virtually “unrolled” and the exact lengths and locations of holes for stainless steel spacer and
bolts were tabulated into a spreadsheet. The data that was extracted from the virtual model was used to fabricate and assemble the screen by manually.
The Stair Screen utilized a process-based design in the conceptual development of form that valued systemic parameters and networked linkages over a traditional
linear process of design. Ultimately, this logic-based, responsive form-making process resulted in a structure that performs on many levels. First, it performs
structurally by resisting the forces imposed on it and preventing from someone falling into the opening. Secondly, it performs physically by creating a continuous,
sculptural element between the upper and lower levels. Thirdly, it performs experientially by heightening one’s awareness of moving vertically in the house and
lastly, it performs subconsciously by reminding one of the presence of the spaces above and below of where they are physically present.
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- two verticals per tread, max W = 4”

- establish fixed top +bottom loft anchor lines.

- blend top and middle loft anchor lines

- translate / shift base module

- blend middle and bottom loft anchor lines

- establish fixed middle loft anchor line
W= 4” max per code requirements
H = ranges from 9’-8” - 14’-6 in increments of approx. 7 3/4”
h_top & h_bottom = approximately 6”

DESIGN ALOGORITHM VARIABLES + CONSTRIANTS

h_mid = approximately 3”
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1/2” X 1 5/8” POPLAR WOOD LATTICE TRIM

2

STAIR TREAD MOUNTING BRACKET, 3/4” POPLAR BASE WITH
1/4” POPLAR LATTICE TRIM, CEILING BRACKET REVERSED.

3

1/4” SS SPACER

4

3/4” LONG SS HEX BUTTON HEAD BOLT

TYPICAL CONNECTION DETAIL

